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a script from 

“Boxbob Learns About Lent: Fasting” 
Script 3 

by 
Ginny Neil 

 
 
 

What In this humorous skit for children, Boxbob is confused by the idea of fasting 
during Lent. This can easily be performed in person or online. 
 
Themes: Lent, Fasting, Kid’s Ministry, Online Worship, Covid-friendly 

 
Who Boxbob  

Boxsue 
  

 
When Present 
 
Wear 
(Props) 

Boxbob and Boxsue are played by a male and female, who are each wearing 
boxes. The boxes should not reach below the Boxies’ waists. Boxbob is carrying 
a sweater and a magnifying glass. He wears black glasses which have a piece of 
masking tape on the nose piece.  Boxsue wears a ribbon in her hair. Boxsue has 
a book. There is a table center stage with crayons and paper on it. 

 
Why Acts 13:3  
 
How Boxbob is likeable, but goofy, while Boxsue is self-assured. Play up the 

relationship between goofy Boxbob and serious Boxsue.  Boxbob’s movements 
should be extremely frenetic until he stops trying to be fast. This script can be 
done live, or as part of online worship. In my church we asked a family to act it 
out and record it and we will air it during the Lenten season. There are four 
more Boxbob Skits in the series about Lent. 

 
Time Approximately 3 minutes 
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Boxsue enters and stands in middle of stage. She pulls a book out and starts to read. 
After a moment, Boxbob enters. He runs in and pantomimes brushing his teeth, then 
he moves to another part of the stage and pantomimes eating breakfast. After that, he 
walks over to the table, picks up a crayon and draws a picture. All of these actions are 
done quickly. Boxbob should look manic. He should run from place to place. As he 
starts to run away from the table, Boxsue puts out her arm and without looking up 
stops him, but he keeps jogging in place for a little bit. 

Boxsue: Boxbob, what are you doing? 

Boxbob: (speaking quickly) I brushed my teeth, ate breakfast and finished my 
homework. Couldn’t you see me?  

Boxsue:  I did see you, but you are running around like a gerbil on an exercise 
wheel. What’s your hurry? The bus won’t be here for another thirty 
minutes. 

Boxbob: I won’t be riding the bus today. I’m going to run to school. 

Boxsue: It’s over two miles, and it’s raining outside. Why would you do that? Are 
you getting ready for a race? 

Boxbob: I don’t know. 

Boxsue: You don’t know if you are getting ready for a race? How could you not 
know? 

Boxbob: I just don’t. What I do know is that I am supposed to be fast, today.  

He does a lap around the stage as Boxsue watches. 

Boxsue: Is there something about today that I don’t know? 

Boxbob: (returns to her running in place) I don’t know if you know it or not. 

Boxsue: Well, obviously I don’t know it since I am not trying to be fast. In fact, 
watch how slow I can be. (slows her voice down to an obnoxious pace as 
she walks across the stage) I ----am-----walk-----ing----- to the -----door. 
(She turns and smirks at him then walks slowly back) 

Boxbob: Not funny Boxsue. If you go that slowly, you’ll never get closer to Jesus. 

Boxsue: What are you talking about? 

Boxbob: I heard Mom and Dad talking about how they want to get closer to 
Jesus during Lent. They said that one thing they would do is a fast day. 
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So, I am doing a fast day. I am doing everything as fast as I can and 
trying to get faster.  

Boxsue: I think your Mom and Dad would love you getting faster. I always hear 
them telling you to hurry up. But a fast day is not a day for running 
around. 

Boxbob: (stops jogging in place) Oh, good. Cause I am getting really tired. Is 
there another way to get fast?  

Boxsue: You aren’t trying to get fast. You are fasting. A day of fasting means 
giving up something for a day. 

Boxbob: Like playing with my little sister? I would be happy to give that up. She 
drools on everything! 

Boxsue: No, the reason we fast is so we can think about what Jesus gave up for 
us. So, it should be something hard to give up. Like desserts, or TV time, 
or playing on the computer time. 

Boxbob: Shoot. Are you sure I can’t give up playing with my little sister? 

Boxsue: Yes. And truthfully, you could give up TV time and use that time to play 
with her.  

Boxbob: That would be really hard. 

Boxsue: (nods yes) 

Boxbob: (reflectively) I think dying on a cross would have been way harder, 
though. Like way, way, way, way, way, way, way, way harder. 

Boxsue: (thoughtfully) Yeah. Definitely. 

Boxbob: Okay. I’ll do it. I’ll give up TV time every night for an hour and play with 
my little sister. And when she drools on me, I’ll think about Jesus and 
how much harder being on the cross was. 

Boxsue: That sounds like a good idea. I bet by the end of Lent you’ll be feeling 
really close to Jesus. 

Boxbob: Yeah, but you know what? 

Boxsue: What? 

Boxbob: I bet I’ll be feeling closer to my sister, too.  
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They start to leave, then Boxbob stops. 

Boxbob: Except, I’ll never grow close enough to change her diaper. I don’t think 
I’m ready for that, yet. 

They exit. Lights out. 
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